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animals and they travel in great
leaps from tree to tree: capture of
an uninjured individual would
certainly be problematic for
a chimpanzee, once the galago had
left its daytime cavity.
Skewering a defenceless 200 g
bushbaby may not be quite the
romantic image conjured up by
those Man the Hunter scenarios,
but it is perhaps a start.
Archaeological evidence of
javelin-like throwing spears only
goes back to 400 thousand years
ago, attributable to one of the
group of Homo species that share
a common ancestor with sapiens
at about 600 thousand years ago.
Between 6 million and 600
thousand years ago, our ancestors
may have hunted with no more
dramatic use of tools than Fongoli
chimpanzees. Pruetz and
Bertolani’s [11] discovery also
supports the suggestion that tool
using may not have originated with
‘man’ at all, but in female
behaviour. Galago hunting is
largely the province of female and
immature chimpanzees at Fongoli;
males do hunt mammals, but go for
larger species like monkeys,
without use of tools. Bill McGrew
[12] has suggested, on the basis
of the bias towards tool-assisted
insect feeding by female
chimpanzees and group hunting
of mammals by males, that skilled
tool making and tool use in humans
began as a largely female role.
Tool-use in hunting by female
chimpanzees is entirely in accord
with that idea. Moreover, the fact
that living chimpanzees are
capable of employing a spearing
technique to obtain hard-to-catch
mammalian prey shows that
the transition — in human
evolution — to big game hunting
with spears did not depend on
a conceptual advance. Much more
likely, spearing animals that could
fight back requires combining
power with throwing accuracy well
beyond that of a chimpanzee [13],
and relies on neural developments
of the larger hominin brain.
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At one end of each Caenorhabditis elegans chromosome is a locus
required formeiotic crossing over. Recent studies have shown that these
sitesmediate chromosomepairing and synapsis duringmeiosis, and that
each site contains binding sites for a non-canonical C2H2 zinc finger
protein.K.S. McKim
One of the most impressive
activities of chromosomes during
meioisis is their ability to form
pairs, each with its homolog. This
process, which at first occurs
seemingly without the homologs
touching, culminates with the
formation of the synaptonemal
complex — synapsis — which
appears like a polymer formed intorailroad tracks that holds each pair
of homologs together along their
entire length [1]. Although
ubiquitous, pairing and synapsis
have proven to be complex and
often difficult processes to study.
The alignment of homologs can
depend on the simultaneous
interaction of many sites on each
chromosome, associations of
telomeres with the nuclear
envelope and geneticrecombination [2]. Perhaps
because all these factors combine
to promote pairing and synapsis,
we still do not have a clear picture
of how homologs find each other
and the mechanism for initiating
synapsis.
The link between meiotic
recombination and pairing or
synapsis has been most firmly
established. Recombination
initiates with a double-strand break
and the subsequent repair
reactions (for example [3]) result in
either of two products, a crossover
and a noncrossover (gene
conversion without crossing
over). The crossover is important
because it links homologs together,
allowing for their orientation on the
metaphase I spindle and
reductional segregation at
anaphase I. In addition to this role,
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Figure 1. Pairing of homologous chromosomes during meiosis.
At one end of each chromosome is a complex containing a specialized DNA sequence,
the pairing center, and proteins including a ZIM (round circles). The central panel is
hypothetical. Thus, in wild-type nematodes, pairing and synapsis starting at the pairing
center end of the chromosome has not been observed. Synapsis might initiate from the
pairing center and zip up from there, or an initial event at the pairing might lead to
secondary initiations at other locations between the homologs.however, many organisms depend
on double-strand breaks for
synapsis [4]. In a few organisms,
notably Caenorhabditis elegans
and Drosophila melanogaster,
double-strand breaks are not
required for synapsis [5,6]; in
these two organisms, the initiation
of synapsis must involve a
double-strand-break-independent
mechanism.
A series of three papers [7–9] has
provided new insights into the
mechanism for initiating synapsis
in C. elegans that is focused on
a singular location of each
chromosome. Because pairing and
synapsis appear to be strongly
stimulated by a single site in
C. elegans — as opposed to
many sites in most other
organisms — the description of
pairing and synapsis in C. elegans
is strikingly clear. The story begins
with the genetic analysis of
chromosome rearrangements [10].
When a C. elegans translocation is
heterozygous, it suppresses
crossing over on only one side of
the breakpoint. The reason for this
pattern is that every chromosome
has a site, known as the pairing
center, at one end that is required
for crossing over. If a piece of
chromosome is not connected to
the pairing center, that fragment
will rarely generate crossovers. The
pairing center has an important
cis-acting function because to
have crossovers, both
chromosomes must have this site.
The pairing center contributes to
homolog pairing and synapsis, but
not to double-strand breakformation. Double-strand break
formation was analyzed by using
immnofluorescence to detect the
Rad51 protein, which is often used
as a marker for double-strand
breaks because it accumulates on
the 30 single-stranded tails which
are produced following processing
of a double strand break. When the
pairing center was deleted, Rad51
foci were abundant even though
crossing over was suppressed,
indicating that the reduction in
crossing over was due to how the
double-strand breaks were
repaired.
Deletion of the pairing center
results in a failure of synapsis [7].
That is, if a pair of homologs lack
their pairing center regions,
synaptonemal complex proteins,
such as SYP-1 or SYP-2, are not
detected between them. In
addition, pairing center deletions
are defective for a second type
of pairing, synaptonemal-complex-
independent pairing. In mutants
lacking SYP-1 or SYP-2, there is no
synapsis [11,12], but loci close to
the pairing complex remain closer
together than other sites on the
chromosome. In mutants lacking
SYP-1 or SYP-2 and a pairing
center, not even the synaptonemal-
complex-independent pairing
occurs.
Indeed, studies in many
organisms have defined at least
two types of pairing [13]. The first
type is some form of presynaptic
or synaptonemal-complex-
independent alignment and the
second is synapsis, which is
synaptonemal-complex-dependent and results in closer
alignment than the first. While the
mechanism and requirements for
each is different, in most organisms
both may involve the interaction
of many sites [14,15]. The curious
thing in C. elegans is that the
requirements for both types of
pairing may be focused at the
pairing center.
So how does the pairing center
work? Meiotic mutants in
C. elegans have been a powerful
tool for dissecting meiotic pairing
and recombination. Meiotic
mutants in general usually affect
recombination or synapsis on all
chromosomes, since most proteins
required for meiotic recombination
act on all double-strand breaks.
However, some him (high
incidence of males, due to
nondisjunction) mutations in
C. elegans are specific in their
effects on the X-chromosome.
In particular, him-8 mutants
specifically reduce crossing over
and increase nondisjunction of the
X-chromosome.
In earlier work by the Dernburg
group [8], the cloning of him-8
provided the first clues into how
pairing centers work. The him-8
mutant worms show an array
of phenotypes similar to a
X-chromosome pairing center
deficiency: X-chromosome
specific crossover and synapsis
defects. HIM-8 protein localizes
only to one end of the
X-chromosome, the end containing
the pairing center. The implication
is that the pairing center recruits
proteins, some of which are
chromosome specific, that have
a role in homolog pairing and the
initiation of synapsis.
The most recent installment [9]
has extended the findings on the
X-chromosome to the rest of the
genome. The him-8 genes is
present among a cluster of four
related ‘zim’ genes, all encoding
C2H2 zinc finger proteins.
Assuming the three other genes
function at autosomal pairing
centers, this number immediately
poses a problem: C. elegans has
five pairs of autosomes. The
resolution to this problem is that
two of the genes are required for
the activity of two pairing centers
each. This was shown in a number
of ways, but one was by looking at
Dispatch
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of failing to form a crossover.
Wild-type diakinesis usually has six
‘staining bodies’, because each
pair of homologs is joined
by a crossover. In the absence of
a crossover, the homologous
chromosomes separate and are
seen as two ‘bodies’. Phillips et al.
[9] acquired mutations in each
him-8 homolog — zim-1, zim-2 and
zim-3 — and found that zim-2
mutants usually had seven bodies,
consistent with one pair lacking
a crossover, while zim-1 and zim-3
mutants usually had eight bodies,
consistent with two pairs of
chromosomes lacking crossovers.
Therefore, two of the ZIM proteins
function at two autosomal pairing
complexes each. So much for
a nice one-ZIM-per-pairing-center
relationship.
Additional experiments
confirmed the chromosome
specificity and showed that the ZIM
proteins have the same function as
HIM-8. Like HIM-8, there is a ZIM
protein bound to the pairing center
end of each autosome. ZIM-2 binds
to one pair but ZIM-1 and ZIM-3
bind to two pairs each. In the
absence of these proteins,
chromosome-specific synapsis
defects were usually observed.
Also like HIM-8, the pairing
center–ZIM complex associates
with the nuclear envelope. The
identification of multiple ZIM
proteins enabled experiments in
which two pairing centers were
differentially labeled, and the result
was that pairing complexes on
different chromosomes did not
appear to form a cluster, or
‘bouquet’. A bouquet forms before
or during the initiation of synapsis
in many organisms, but its
relationship to synaptonemal
complex formation is not clear [16].
One view from the C. elegans
studies would be that nuclear
association is more important than
clustering. More studies, however,
are needed to determine even if the
telomere associations are
important in C. elegans.
The evolutionary implications
of the ZIM proteins are also
interesting. A comparison of the
C. elegans genes and those from
two other species indicated that
the ZIM proteins have a common
ancestor. But why have theymultiplied to the current
imperfect correspondence
between the number of ZIM
proteins and chromosomes?
Given the observation that those
chromosomes which use the
same ZIM protein do not show
any tendency to pair
nonhomologously, it is unlikely that
specificity is generated entirely by
the ZIMs. Are these nematodes at
an intermediate stage of evolution?
Where they could get by with one
ZIM for all chromosomes but
homolog pairing accuracy and
speed is increased with each
additional ZIM. It will take more
detailed studies to determine
whether the chromosomes that
have their own ZIM (V and X) pair
better or faster than chromosomes
which share a ZIM (II and III or I
and IV).
These evolutionary questions are
wrapped up with the problem of not
yet knowing what the complex of
pairing centers and ZIM proteins
(the Zimasome?) do. They could
provide the site where the
homologs initially come together
(Figure 1). Being at the nuclear
envelope could be part of setting
up a rendezvous point.
Alternatively, initial pairing
interactions could occur at many
sites, and these specialized sites
function to check homology and
stabilize pairing [7]. In either case,
a second function in nucleating
synaptonemal complex assembly
seems probable.
Despite this hiccup, the
C. elegans story is surprisingly neat
and tidy in comparison to what we
know about most other organisms,
where pairing and synapsis can
seem too complicated to follow.
C. elegans has adopted a simple
and elegant mechanism for pairing
and synapsis: do all or most of your
pairing in one place; and maybe
give that place some special
properties (such as association
with the nuclear envelope) to
facilitate the process. It should be
noted that it has yet to be shown
that pairing and synapsis actually
initiate at the pairing center
(Figure 1), but it sounds nice.
Nonetheless, this model begs the
question of why more organisms
are not known to concentrate the
factors required for pairing and
synapsis in one place.Thus, a big unknown is another
evolutionary consideration: so far
the ZIM proteins are a nematode
thing. The next big breakthrough
might be to connect this story
in C. elegans to the mechanism
of meiotic pairing and synapsis
in other organisms. Just how
relevant this story of pairing and
synapsis it is to the rest of the
meiosis world is not known. But
even if that is lacking, even in
a world where everything needs
to be tied to a human disease, the
picture of homolog pairing and
synapsis painted by Dernburg
and colleagues [7–9] stands out
because it is simply a cool
scientific story.
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Manipulation of Drosophila melano
numbers of genes to be transmitted
allowing selection to optimize flies
biasing phenotypes toward the mal
for females.
T.A.R. Price and D.J. Hosken
Love it seems, can be war. Males
poison females with their
ejaculates; females sneak off to
copulate with other males while
their partners look after the
children; and both males and
females exploit each other as much
as they can. The study of these
sexual conflicts is a growth
industry, with almost all the recent
attention focussing on inter-locus
sexual conflict — when there is
conflict over a sexual interaction
which selects on different genes
in males and females. Inter-locus
sexual conflict has been
investigated in many organisms,
and many weird and wonderful
evolutionary outcomes have been
documented [1–3]. But there is
another class of conflict between
the sexes that is less well
researched: this is intra-locus
sexual conflict — when selection
favours different trait values
depending on whether the
character appears in males or
females [1,3,4] — and it depends
on the existence of sexually
antagonistic alleles at a locus.
Consider human hip width as an
example [4]. Women have highest
fitness if their hips are broad
enough to allow them to give birth.
Men, on the other hand, never need
to give birth, and do best when their
hips are narrower, and more
effective as load bearers and for
walking and running. Now imagine
a gene that influenced hip width.structure and function. Annu. Rev. Genet.
33, 603–754.
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gaster genomes allows large
solely through males, thereby
for male function alone. It seems
e optima has serious fitness costs
One allele might result in wider
hips, another in narrower. Selection
in women would favour the wide
allele, and in men, the narrow allele.
This results in a genetic ‘tug of war’
with selection in males and females
pulling the allele frequencies in
opposite directions. One possible
outcome is that both alleles are
maintained in the populations at
intermediate frequency, with
neither sex able to reach their
fitness optima: males retard female
evolution and vice versa. There are,
of course, alternative outcomes
possible. For example, the
evolution of a genetic modifier
could limit the expression of the
wide hip allele to women, and the
narrow hip allele to men. Sex
limited genetic expression — and
genomic imprinting — could
therefore resolve the conflict, and
clearly must play a major role in
generating the enormous
differences seen between the
sexes in many species. Sexual
dimorphism is extremely common
after all. But how rapidly will
modifiers evolve, and how large do
costs of this sexual tug-of-war
have to be for sex-limited
expression to evolve?
Furthermore, do intra-locus
conflicts occur throughout
genomes? And if so, at what level,
and are the costs they impose
large enough to matter?
Theory predicts sexually
antagonistic alleles will be
reasonably common. This is
because an antagonistic mutationWaksman Institute and Department of
Genetics, Rutgers, the State University
of New Jersey, Piscataway New Jersey
08854-8020, USA.
E-mail: mckim@rci.rutgers.edu
DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2007.01.003will be able to invade a population if
the benefits to one sex outweigh
the cost to the other, but invasion is
also determined by the proportion
of time a gene is selected in either
sex [5]. In the case of autosomes,
this is 50:50, while at the other
extreme the Y-chromosome is
never found in females which
means alleles on it are only ever
selected in males, for male
function. Perhaps the more
interesting case is the
X-chromosome. Here, ignoring the
complications that arise through
dosage compensation, recessive
(dominant) alleles are more rarely
(frequently) expressed in females
than males, because males usually
have a single X in XY systems. This
means sexually antagonistic alleles
on the X can spread even if their
benefits to one sex or the other are
not greater than their costs
because the costs are not seen by
selection as often as the benefits.
Evidence supporting much of
this comes from work on
Drosophila melanogaster. In
a wonderful series of experiments
Rice [6] used phenotypic markers
to act like new sex-determining
alleles and these were confined to
females, being passed only from
mother to daughter, while in
controls the markers alternated
between the sexes. When the
markers and linked loci that had
been a female sex-determiner were
placed back into males, the sexual
fitness of these males was lower
than controls. These results
suggest that sexually antagonistic
alleles are probably present at
many loci and these are distributed
throughout the genome. Additional
work on this system has shown that
genotypes producing high fitness
males generate low fitness females
[7], and when selection was limited
to males, male fitness increased
rapidly [8]. New work by Prasad
and co-workers [9] builds on
